
Name___________________________________ 

 

Addition, Subtraction, Estimation Review 

 

 

Harry is counting his Pokemon cards.  He had 648 to start.  Then, his brother gave him 1,329 

more.  His sister wanted to borrow some, and she took 291.  How many does he have left?  

 

1,686 Pokemon cards 

 

 

25,009 + 15, 948 
 
40,957 

Check it! 
 
For addition problems, subtracting the 
second number in your problem from the 
answer you got (40,957 – 15,948) 

326,403 + 99, 071 
 
425,474 

Check it! 

40,002 – 34,954 
 
5,048 

Check it! 
 
For subtraction problems, add your answer 
with the second number in your problem 
(5,048 + 34,954) 

758,024 – 223,461 
 
534,563 

Check it! 



Marla, Berkley, and Ryan each buy a bag of M&Ms.  Marla’s bag has 381 M&Ms in it.  Berkeley’s 

bag has 902 M&Ms.  Ryan’s bag has 296 M&Ms.   

How many jelly beans do Marla and Ryan have together? 

677 M&Ms 

 

 

 

 

Directions:  Use rounding to estimate the answer of each addition or subtraction problem.  

Check your work by solving the actual problem. 

12,905 + 78,402 
 
90,000 

Check it! 
 
For each estimating problem, solve for the 
exact answer to check if your estimation 
makes sense (12,905 + 78,402) 

135,982 + 25,824 
 
130,000 

Check it! 

90,942 – 16,294 
 
70,000 

Check it! 

426,157 – 36, 829 
 
360,000 

Check it! 



 

Directions:  Decide whether you need to use estimation or computation to solve the problem.  

Then solve. 

 

Sam traveled 1,025 miles to visit his parents and another 421 miles to visit his friend. About 

how many miles did he travel in all? 

Will you use estimation or computation?  ____estimation___________. 

Solve the problem. 

1,400 miles 

 

 

 

 

 

There were 52, 019 that attended the Nationals game. 25,195 people left during the rain delay, 

and 18,219 left during the seventh inning stretch. How many fans were left at the end of the 

game? 

Will you use estimation or computation?  ___computation___________. 

Solve the problem. 

8,605 fans 

 

Create your own multi-step word problem using addition and subtraction below. Then, show 

how to solve it! 

 

Answers will vary. 


